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Jimmy Coyote Presents Jimmy Market:

Stuff For Rich People

A tradeshow // New Media Expo
Thursday May 5 2016
at The Observatory // A Chicago DIY Gallery

Stuff For Rich People is a space of alt capitalism that rejects the
traditional gallery and instead parodies the structure of a tradeshow
business convention.

Jimmy Coyote is an artist character from Jimmy World who uses humor,
language, and synergetic corporate management strategies as mediums.
Jimmy World is an absurd world where every business is a person and every
person is a business, parodying our society's own implosion into the
production/consumption cycle.

-

--

-

This show is $upported by GLU NYC, an arts foundation that supports,
promotes, and funds artists from all over. Visit glunyc.splashthat.com for info.

-

AND SO CAN YOU!
Think of it less as a space in which artists sell their work and more of
a project in which we all participate in the name of art and $$$. In
addition to artist vendors, there will be a raffle, complimentary hand
sanitizer, and rocks with rich people’s names on them, and a car. Bring
cash.

- Today

-

“VENDORS” INCLUDE
Selden Paterson, Ruby Yacht, @100PERCENT LIZ for CYBERSERENITY,
Crystal Zapata, hot schmucks, Jack Kinsella, Mike Renaud, Alex White of
White Mystery, Stacey Lee Gee, DIY Matt Gonzalez, Mary Lee Costanza,
Greg Scott, Jimmy Coyote, and more. And more!

-- --

TRADESHOW
Every "vendor" at the tradeshow is an artist selling & demonstrating a
product or commercial experience that inherently involves buying & selling
and parodies consumerism. Each artist has a vendor booth featuring a
range of projects & products that jive with/ speak to/ comment on the
consumer format: condos on Newcomb Crater moon colony, cyber-serenity
meditation sessions, Alex White’s hair, prints & zines, language tapes for
the newly rich on how to talk about rich people stuff like art, and
more. The show aims to speak to *and deliver* the contemporary art
market's (and the contemporary world's) obsession with material
consumption. Yes you are supposed to laugh and yes you can actually buy
stuff.
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a ghost for your yacht
portable foot massager
Your husband’s misstress’s
satin robe

for all
the golfing!

stuff

Lifestyle Basket
+Grow-your-own crystals
+Juicing for life cookbook
+a ghost for your yacht
+old looking thing with sailboat
on it that is sort of gold
+Your husband’s mistress’s robe

business basket

+PLUS! Loungewear including:
+The rose that your prince
seersucker bermuda shorts boyfriend keeps inside glass bc of a spell
bermuda shorts with sailboats
+A copy of “The Best Alt History
bedazzled stuff
Stories of the 20th CE” for you to burn
velour....
+Hawaiian shirt for your birthday from you kids
who don’t know/care about you
+Best Cousin Trophy from insider trading with your cousin

+Sandstorm CD
+Mug from your favorite
Elmhurst diamon supplier
+100 Business Papers
+Tears of a thousand
royal bees
+Donald Trump Hat
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FEATURED ARTISTS
Sean Craffley
Digital Minimalism (16)
A single pixel, paper, inkjet, 2015
17 in x 62 in
Fresta Bjesta
A Neoliberal Gesture Or Two
Interpretative dance to ambient noise captured in the
corporate headquarter offices at Tropicana (post acquisition
by PepsiCo)
1999

Tagg Angel
My Likes Are The Sound of The Dust On Your Sister’s
Favorite Blood Stain (or “A Fountain I Found In May And
Then Destroyed By Accident)
New Media poem composed of a specific collection of
“likes” on Facebook that can be seen under “Interests” on
her artist page
2015

Julia Skyy
“Ellen Degeneres Show:
This 22-Year Claims She
Is an 82-Year-Old Grandma”
of the Trending Now series
Intermedia Performance:
appearing on Facebook’s “Trending”
headlines for various reasons
2015

Alex Livingston (@alexlives)
Social Landscapes
Panoramic Snapchats of constructed
social environments (After Jeff Wall)
2014

“The interplex-ducality of the prismal-centric motif
in the piece is really the crux of its scarntitiousness,
and for that matter, its fastique. Its commentary on
the GITMO economy is no coincidence.”

FEATURED
ARTISTS

Jameson
Jacks
[Record]
Installation: Light dancing
on the wall that is being reflected from
your favorite record as it spins
2011

Jacks’ piece, having infinite titles, is one of
the more nostalgically challenging pieces in
the exhibition. The piece is always singular,
depending on the “consumer,” and is
composed of refracted light and [your
favorite record]. The aesthetic piece de
resistance of the work is the dancing light
on the wall bouncing off the record as it
spins and plays your favorite songs. The
dancing light, different for each record and
each moment of its existence, speaks to the
intangibility of nostalgia, and not only its
physical intangibility but its temporal and
geometrical intangibility as well. Worth
noting is the way the record is warped over
time from its exposure to the light.

The piece literally bathes in
nostalgia while rejecting its
superficial interpretation:
decay through passage of
time.
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Shrin Lik
These!
Pinatas in the shape of various advertising graphic
elements
(cardboard, glue, tissue paper)
2011

Lik’s work, often
exploring language of images through
isolation, focuses on advertising imagery in
this series. The installation is composed of
colorful pinatas- traditional in every way- in
the shapes of advertising graphic elements.
The series emphasizes the spectacle of
graphic elements of advertising. The pinatas
themselves are empty, but the viewer can
only discover this after intense inspection,
which she is not explicitly invited to do. Lik’s
work typically involves the exploitation of
vacuums in language and this series
challenges the viewer to look beyond the
enticing imagery and instead search for
meaning (or perhaps lack thereof).

“Lumpular.”

Nina Quartino
iGaze: We are You (You are We)
Sculpture: Anthropomorphized
mirror looking into a mirror
2016

Mirror art is truly
the epitome of
neoliberal identity
permeating all
aspects of art
and culture. In
the digital age,
people
mistakenly claim
there is a lack of
human
connection, but
in fact there is a
defining and
distinct
connection
happening: the
connection is with
yourself. We all
perform our
identities to an
audience that we
hope is a mirror
reflecting it back
onto us, affirming
one another and
mistaking this for
“successfully”
“selling”
ourselves & our
brand.

The democratization of the web was
in reality a flattening of the identity landscape.
We have the web, which has made us into our
own unique selves both by physical isolation
from presence/connection with others and by
additional padding/reinforcement of this
isolation via algorithms that assert for us a
community & a “news” feed that deliver what
we already like and believe. And then there is
web art: essentially is born of the same
sterility, we aim to use that art medium as
virtual material goods to substantiate the
selves that we are performing...to ourselves.
In the neoliberal age, the thesis is I. As Jerry
Saltz declared about the state of
contemporary art, the divine has moved
inward, and turns out divine means $$$. You
and your brand, your human capital.
The recent prolific use of mirrors in
contemporary intermedia underscores this.
Through use in performance, or as an
exploration of space and depth (i.e. on walls),
or as playing an integral role in process only,
artists are not-subtly focusing solely on the “I”
(or perhaps - the “you”), and, for the first time
in art history, not even the stuff that humans
do or say or behave like. These works are
using mere physical existence at all and in a
single moment/glance as a form, a challenge,
an inquisition. The artists on the front lines of
this exploration into the ontology of “I” are
digging into good stuff. It’s like they have
finally figured it out: we don’t need anything,
art doesn’t need anything anymore, all we
need is us, our brand. It’s a protest, almost,
it’s the act of putting a mirror in front of us
(while suggest we are mirrors ourselves) and
screaming LOOK AT WHAT YOU HAVE
BECOME. And walking away. It is the simple
yet powerful act of holding a mirror to
something, and that something is art
(ourselves) (or vice versa).
The problem is that it sucks, the
solution is so tacky. The divine is not
beautiful: yet again in art we are left staring at
portraits of ugly people we don’t care about,
only this time it’s each other.

FEATURED ARTISTS

Sean Trackney, a genius of subtlety, explores the abstract idea of celebrity in this piece.
Via earpiece, Trackney “drives” various celebrities that have participated in the piece. He
directs them around specific locations: directs their actions, their speaking, their physical
needs- always with the same starting parameters and instructions. Most notably, he has
directed David Reale, Steve Buscemi, and Mia Hamm. Each piece ends up being unique
of course as “celebrity” is so specific to each person who has it. Trackney, through his
direction, subtly brings singular facets of each celebrity’s fame to light. Here, celebrity is
an adverb not a noun. Trackney understand that a thesis wrapped up in a single human
is the way humans best process narrative & messages because they can project
themselves directly into the thesis. Children learn life skills and morals through allegorical
stories of characters & the lessons they learn, and not through academic dissertations on
morals. Trackney understands that adults are still the same way: he translates his most
basic theses from his sculpture works and directs a celebrity through the idea as a human
with human experiences. By doing this, the works modestly hint at a curiosity in the
singularity of celebrity: its ability to be consumed en masse.
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“Sean Trackney is my uber and he has
arrived.”
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Sean Trackney
Being Famous
Performance:
Artist directing [a celebrity]’s every
action and speaking
2015
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Amazing Underwater Ocean Tunnel!

BREAKOUT SESSION:
BRANDING WORKSHOP
Your
Text
Here

Hashtag friendship? More like... pizza time.
Because Everything.

Us

More than just ours. Yours.

With additional tips &
expanded concepts
by the editors!

Ascended Branding ™ Insights
By Malcom Giger

Not what you can
take when you take it,
but what takes you there.

Brands.
Love 'em or hate 'em, they're here to stay.
Especially for millennials, Brands have
become new religious icons, replacing
spiritual notions of "God" with the far more
exciting and dynamic concepts that make
up our "marketplace of ideas" today.

Connection

Social Media & The Spirit
How do I connect with myself deeper? How
do I connect with others deeper? What is
connecting in the first place?
When I think of social media I think
about two things: socialness, aka
connectivity, mediated through media
(“media”). In social media, there is no
direct connection, there is no looking
into someone’s eyes- or rather
someone’s soul- or hearing the words
that come their belly. We need to
practice a more “social” (connective)
digital practice that comes from the
belly, the digital belly, getting out what
is IN us through our twitter through our
whatever, how can you someone see
into the eyes of your response to a Bud
Light tweet?

Try making the
word FREE
really big.
Your tastes are consumption too:
Getting to know you and your “like”

For us who work in branding, that places a
special power on us. And with great power
comes great responsibility. With this in
mind, we must think about what
spirituality we want to approach our
divination with: do we want to be like the
stuck up and corrupt priests of medieval
Europe or do we want to be messiahs and
gurus?
I know that I for one want, no need, to go
with the latter. This means instead of
leaving my spiritual practice at the door of
my work, I need to bring it front and centre.
And what my spiritual practice calls for is a
reconnection with the planet. To place my
feet on my mother earth, my hand on my
heart and my brain on my client is the holy
trinity of ascended branding™.

But what does this
complex philosophy
mean in practice?
Lets talk about "disruptive" technology and your
clients brand for example. With the disruptive
technology of the last 20 years having thrown us
overboard our ship of go-to brand loyalty, We sail
adrift in an ocean of brand choices on a tiny lifeboat
of The Now. The Holy Trinity provokes a question:
how do we arrive ashore safely on the island of
Authentic Brand Connection?
The answer: Ride the Currents and Tide of Brand
Values.
We need to dive into the water's depth and locate
those principles, those " paradigm of integrities",
which we can swim into and catch the flow with.
Along the way we’re gonna need to understand:
1) Brand Ecosystems: like the role that coral reefs
play in real like oceans, we need to understand how
the interplay dynamics of these structures affects
brand value-currents and integrity-tides.
2) Conservation: will the oil spills of Social Media
Fall-outs and Hashtag Dumping, how do we ensure
that the oceans we're flowing through dont sicken
us but nourish us? (Emphasis on the "ish" of nourish)
Its with a pagan-like reverence for infusing our
approach with our practice that we can arrive at
insights like this.

From the archives:

Namaste to you all

Malcom Giger (MBA) is a
wanderer and a wonderer.
He's dedicated his life journey
to the blending of Branding
Insights and Spiritual Truths.
After a particularly fruitful
Info-Purge, he saw "Ascended
Branding" as a vision and is
now engaged in sharing this
message.
Malcom hosts a Faithless Fan
Night bi-monthly.

“The single most important step
for getting a team off to a good
start and keeping it on track
throughout its existence.”
Ken Blanchard

Symbiotic Relationships

“Sea Of Brands”
How are you saving the ocean? It’s
all about conservation: thinking
about not only your brand but the
ecosystem of healthy brands that
leads to the continued success and
vitality of your own.
How are you helping those who help
you...to help yourself.

Negativity

Anger!
Cute stuff drives likes but what really
drives like are stuff that make people
angry: photos of butchered
elephants. For Example: an MnM guy
who is really mean who’s out here
shooting elephents. It’s kind of fun??
It’s a personality to engage with:
follow this character, follow his story,
follow his life, but because its
someting to be really really angry
about.
Grumbling: The original social media

Who’s pissing you off, who’s hot right
now that is is really challenging you?
Who are you having beers with
friends and complaining about? Who
is the bad boy of brands? You want to
be the brand that girls want to ride
on the back of a motorcycle with.

